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Abstract 
A multivariable model reference adaptive control sys- 
tem (MRACS) design method for a plant with m in- 
puts and p outputs is proposed (m # p). Using an in- 
teractor matrix the coprime factorization of the plant 
for (1) m > p case, and (2) m < p case is derived. 
Further, using this coprime factorization the struc- 
ture of MRACS is established. 
1. Introduction 
The model reference adaptive control system (MR- 
ACS) deals with plants whose characteristics are not 
completely known. In the multivariable case cou- 
plings exist between inputs and outputs, and this 
leads to difficulties with the structural problem in 
parametrizing the controller. Especially, the struc- 
tural problem for plants with rectangular transfer ma- 
trix is quite difficult task, because any desired trajec- 
tories cannot be followed when the number of outputs 
, is greater than the number of inputs. 
In [l] the adaptive control algorithms for the systems 
with rectangular transfer matrix are developed based 
on the predictor form for the output vector, and in 
this method the control objective is to follow the pre- 
scribed trajectories instead of outputs of reference 
model transfer functions. However it is difficult to 
give straightforward description of the class of pre- 
scribed admissible trajectories, and it is necessary to 
modify the control objective when the number of out- 
puts is greater than the number of inputs, in order 
to follow any desired trajectories. These drawbacks 
are caused by the control objective to follow the pre- 
scribed trajectories. And difficulties will be elinii- 
nated by using the exact model matching scheme. In 
[2] the exact model matching scheme is used, and it is 
based on the description of the plant over the ring of 
polynomials. Here arbitrary pole placement control 
is applied to the design of MRACS, and the model 
matching is achieved by a cancellation of open-loop 
zeros assigning them as closed-loop poles. However, 
when the number of the inputs m differs from that of 
the outputs p, the way to choose closed-loop poles is 
still unclear[2], and there is not so much development 
in these control design problems here. 
The solution of the exact model matching prob- 
lem can be given clearly by using coprime factoriza- 
tion approach over the ring of proper stable rational 
functions[6]. In this approach multivariable plants 
can be generally treated irrespective of the number 
of inputs and outputs. Therefore, in this paper, we 
propose a design method of multivariable MRACS 
for plants with different number of inputs and out- 
puts by using the coprime factorization approach over 
the ring of proper stable rational functions. Such 
a method for the SISO case is already proposed in 
[4], as well as for multivariable systems when p = m 
[5 ] .  Here the relation between coprime factorization 
of plant and the interactor matrix is given and so- 
lutions of Bezout identity in the rational form are 
rewritten into polynomial form in order to construct 
MRACS using factorization approach. The main con- 
tribution of this paper is to give such a relation in the 
case of the system with rectangular transfer matrix. 
By using the proposed method we can eliminate tile 
difficulties of the construction of MRACS with rect- 
angular transfer functions. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents 
the problem statement the paper deals with. Sec- 
tion 3 presents the coprime factorization of the plant 
model in terms of the interactor matrix for the two 
cases, i.e. m > p and m < p. Section 4 then gives the 
structure of the proposed MRACS. The last section 
concludes the paper. 
The following notations from [5] are used. C+ is the 
right half complex plane. RH,represents the ring of 
proper stable rational functions in indeterminate vari- 
able s with coefficients in the field of the real numbers 
(R), The ring of polynomials with real coefficients is 
given by R[s]. For the size of given matrix, the no- 
tations RHwPX', R(s )  of R[s] respectively. Further, 
aC;[.] and a,.;[.] express the column and raw degrees 
of given polynomial matrix, and ['IC ( [ a ] ~ )  is for the 
highest column (raw) degree coefficient matrix nota- 
tion. 
2. Problem Statement 
Consider an unknown linear, time-invariant, finite di- 
mensional, plant with m-inputs and p-outputs char- 
acterized by a transfer matrix P(s) :  
where ,u(t) E Rm, y p ( t )  E RP are the plant input 
and output vectors, respectively. It is assumed that 
P(s )  is full rank ( rank P ( s )  = p = min{m,p}) and 
strictly proper. P ( s )  is factored as: 
where N,(s) E RHmPXm, D p ( s )  E RH-"'" are 
relatively right coprime over RH,. 
The transfer matrix of the reference model, denoted 
as P M ( s ) ,  is strictly proper and asymptotically stable, 
where ,r(t)  E R', y ln( t )  E RP, piecewise continuous 
and uniformly bounded, are the reference input and 
model output vectors respectively. 
The following assumptions are made for the plant[2]. 
(A.l) The interactor matrix L[s] is known, that is, a 
matrix L[s] E R[sIpxp such that 
lim L[s]P(s) = A 
8'03 
where A is nonsingular matrix. 
known. 
(A.2) The plant maximum observability index v is 
(A.3) The plant is minimum phase, that  is, Np(s) is 
of full rank for any s E C+. 
The control problem is to determine a differentiator 
free controller which generates a bounded control in- 
put signal vector, so that all the signals in the closed 
loop system remain bounded and the following equa- 
tion is satisfied. 
lim Ile(t)ll = lim IIyP(t) - ym(t)ll = 0. (2.5) t-W t-w 
3. Coprime Factorization Using the 
Interactor Matrix 
Let the interactor matrix L[s] be such that det(l[s]) 
is an asymptotically stable polynomial. Such the in- 
teractor will be called a stable interactor matrix. If a 
given interactor matrix is not stable, then another 
stable interactor matrix can be obtained from the 
given one. Hence, it can be assumed without loss 
of generality that a given interactor is stable. In this 
section a relation between coprime factorization of 
the plant over RH,and the given interactor matrix 
is derived. This is used later to construct an MRACS. 
Two cases are considered: 
1. Number of the inputs m is greater than the 
2. Number of the outputs p is greater than the 
number of the outputs p (m > p ) .  
number of the inputs na (m < p ) .  
3.1. Case I - m > p 
Let the plant be described as in eq.(2.2). There exists 
a unimodular U ( s )  E RHwmxm matrix satisfying 
the expression 
N P ( W ( S )  = [ W ( 4  01 (3.1) 
where W ( s )  E RHmpXp. The next lemma character- 
izes W (s) . 
Lemma 3.1 Let the plant satisfy assumptions (A.1) 
- (A.3). Then W ( s )  in e q . ( J . l )  has the ful l  rank for 
the arbitrary s E C+ . 
Proof: Because the plant is minimum phase, for any 
s E C+, N p ( s )  is of full rank. Also, U ( s ) ,  being uni- 
modular, is of full rank for arbitrary s E C+. Hence 
0 from eq. (3.1) the lemma holds 
The next proposition considers the interactor matrix 
of W(s)  
Lemma 3.2 Let LIS] E R[sIpxp be a stable interac- 
tor matrix of W ( s ) ,  i.e. L[s] satisfy the equation 
lim L[s]W(s)  = B 
6'03 
where B i s  nonsingular, and det(L[s]) is a stable poly- 
nomial. Then LIS] is a stable interactor of the plant 
P(S>* 
Conversely, an arbitrary interactor L[s] of the plant 
P ( s )  i s  an interactor ofW(s), too. 
Proof: From (3.1) 
Np(s) = [W(s),  o]U(s)-'. (3.3) 
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From (2.2) and (3.3) the following equation is given. 
lim L[S]P(S) = lim [ ~ [ s ] W ( s ) ,  O ] U ( S ) - ~ D ~ ( S ) - ~ .  
(3-4) 
9 - 0 3  9-00 
From the definition of L[s] ,  lini L[s]W(s)  is a non- 
9-00 
singular matrix. Further, since U ( s )  is a unimodular, 
U(s)-' is a unimodular, and U ( s )  tends to a nonsin- 
gular matrix as t goes to infinity. 
Also, because of the assumption for strictly proper- 
ness of P(s ) ,  lim D,(s)-' is a nonsingular. Hence 
eq.(3.4) converges to a nonsingular matrix and L[s] is 
an interactor matrix of P(s) .  
To prove the second part, note that because L[s] is an 
interactor matrix of P(s ) ,  lim L[s]P(s) is a nonsingu- 
lar matrix. From this it follows that lini L[s]Np(s) is 
also of full rank and nonsingular. Now, using eq.(3.1) 
S - 0 3  
9-00 
S', 
L[SlNp(S)U(S) = [L[SlW(S), 01. (3.5) 
If one takes a limit of (3.5) for s -+ 00 it  is clear 
that the right hand side of (3.5) is of full rank, too, 
because L[s]Np(s) and U ( s )  converge to proper con- 
stant matrices. Hence the proposition holds. 0 
The following results give an expression of the co- 
prime factorization of the plant in terms of the inter- 
actor matrix. 
Proposition 3.1 Let  the  p lant  interactor ma t r i x  be 
denoted by  L[s]. T h e n  a right coprime fac tor i za t ion  
over RH,of the  pEant is g iven  by  
Proof From eq(3.1) 
(3.7) 
From eq.(3.2) L[s]W(s) and its inverse are proper. 
Further, from Lemma 3.1 and the definition of L[s] 
it is seen that L[s]W(s) does not have unstable ze- 
ros. Hence, L[s]W(s) E RHmPXP,  and moreover, 
[ L[slr(s) 4 ] is unimodular over RH,. 
Hence (Nl(s),Dl(s))  as given by (3.6) are right co- 
prime over RH,. o 
Proposition 3.1 allows to express the plant factoriza- 
tion in terms of the interactor matrix. 
3.2. Case I1 - nz < p 
We consider the case when the number of outputs is 
greater than the number of inputs. 
Let the plant transfer function be factored over the 
ring of the polynomial matrices. 
P(s )  = Zp[S]Rp[S]-l = [ g!i[sl ] Rp[SI-' (3.8) 
where ZpP-m[~] E
follows[3]. 
, and ~pm[s], Rp[Sl E 
R[sImxm. Then the interactor matrix L[s] is given as 
where Lm[s] is a stable interactor matrix of the 
Z,"[s]Rp[s]-' E R ( s ) ~ ~ ~ .  And yI[s] and y2[s] are 
relatively left prime and y2[s] is a nonsingular lower 
left triangular matrix in Hermite normal form with 
monk diagonal entries. Furthermore, the following 
equation is satisfied in terms of n[s] and yZ[s]. 
z;-m [SI 2; [SI -1 = 7 2  [SI -l y1 [SI. (3.10) 
Here in addition to the assumption (A.l) the follow- 
ing assumption (A.1)' is imposed on the interactor 
matrix. 
(A.1)' A lower left triangular interactor matrix defined 
The following preliminary result is important for a 
further discussion. 
by eq.(3.9) is known. 
Lemma 3.3 If the  p lant  satisfies the as sumpt ion  
(A.3), t h e n  det(Zr[s])  in eq.(3.8) is a stable poly- 
nomial .  
Proof: 
L[s] (eq.(3.9) and (3.10)), it follows that: 
From the definition of the interactor matrix 
Since P(s)  satisfies the assumption (A.3) and L[s] 
is a stable interactor matrix, the left hand side of 
eq(3.11) is of full rank for any s E C+. Furthermore, 
Lm[s] is of full rank for any s E C+. Hence, it follows 
0 
The following proposition gives a factorization of the 
plant for the case of nz < p .  
that Z,"[s] is of full rank for any s E C+. 
Proposition 3.2 Le t  the  interactor ma t r i x  be g iven  
by  eq.(3.9) and (3.10). T h e n  a right coprime fac tor-  
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ization over "of the plant is given b y  
I 
Dp( s )  = Rp[ SI zp" [SI -1 L"[s] -1.  
Since the only n priori information about the plant is 
given in assumptions (A.l)-(A.3), the unknown pa- 
rameters must be identified in order to realize the 
control law (4.1). In the control law (4.1), matrix 
K ( s )  can be obtained by solving (4.3) since Np(s) is 
derived from the known interactor L[s] using propo- 
sition 3.1 or proposition 3.2. However since Dp(s) 
is not known, matrices G,, X p ( s )  and Yp(s) are un- 
known matrices. Hence these unknown parameters 
are to  be identified. 
0 1 - 1  [ P 1 1 - 1  ] 7 
-n[sl YzyZ~l N P ( 4  = [ 
(3.12) 
Proof: It is clear from the following equation that 
the above (Np(s), D p ( s ) )  represents a factorization of 
the plant P(s) .  
[ -&I Y2[S] O I - '  
I 0 
] . (3.13) I 
N,(s) E R H ,  follows the fact that ^/z[s] is a stable 
matrix and L"[s] is a stable interactor matrix. Fur- 
ther from Lemma 3.3 it follows that Dp(s) E RH,, 
because det (Zp"[s]) is a stable interactor matrix. 
To identify these unknown parameters, the follow- 
ing identification model is considered[5]. Multiplying 
eq.(4.4) from the left-hand side by Np(s) and from 
the right-hand side by D,(s)-lu gives: 
Y&> = NP(S)[YP(Sb(t) + XP(S)YP(t)l .  (4.5) 
The following proposition gives the conditions for the 
orders of X,(s) and Yp(s) .  Then the expressions of 
these matrices are derived in a similar way as [5] 
whicli is for systems with square transfer matrix. 
Proposition 4.1 Let the plant maximal obseruabil- 
ity index be denoted b y  v, and let ZZ[S] = J2[s]I for 
some monic stable polynomial &[SI of order U - 1 + q 
(q 2 0). Then there exists a solution X p ( s )  E 
R H m m X P ,  Yp(s) E ,Hamxm of Bezout identity 
At the end, because Np(s) does not have finite un- 
stable roots and lim Dp(s) is a nonsingular matrix, 
it can be concluded that Np(s) and Dp(s) are right 
coprime over RH,. U 
S+, 
(4.4) of the f o m  
4. Multivariable M R A C S  for Systems with 
Rectangular  Transfer M a t r i x  
X,(S) = Zz[s]-'Z,[s], Yp(s) = qs]-lzy[s]. 
(4.6) 
Proof 
in a similar way to proposition 2 in [5]. 
The proof is omitted because it can be clone 
0 
In this section a design of multivariable MRACS is 
present,ecl. The design procedure is based on the con- 
trol law of EMM fo; the general rectangular transfer 
matrix. 
Using the above proposition eq. (4.5) can be rewritten 
as: 
In order to realize the MRACS design, first, a con- 
trol law is constructed under the assumption that the 
plant P ( s )  is known. Using the coprinie factorization 
approach, the law for the general rectangular transfer 
matrix is given as, 
YP(t) 
1 1 
= NP(4 [z,isIm4t) + zz[SI-YP(t)] E2 [SI 
= NP(4 [(Z&I - EZ[SIGP) 1 + G p 4 t )  
(4.7) 
u( t )  = ( I  - GSlY,(s))t~(t) - G,'Xp(s)Yp(t) 1 
+G;lIi(s)r(t) +Z&I-Y,(t)] E2 [SI 
From the proof of Proposition 4.1 
(4.1) 
where G, E Rmxm is a nonsingular matrix given by 
G, = Yp(w) = D,(w)- '  
and K ( s )  E R H m m X 1  satisfies the equation 
Form a state variable filter 
1 
1 
U ( t ) T , . . .  - P M ( S )  = N,(s)Ii(s) (4.3) 
X,(S)  E RHoomxp and Yp(s)  E RHmmXm are solu- 
tions of the Bezout identity: 
x,(s)n:(s) + Yp(s)Dp(s) = I. (4.4) (4.9) 
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.I’ 
and define the unknown parameters vector as 
O =  [Hv-~+g,~~~,Ho,.Jv-~+q,~~~,J~]. (4.10) 
Using the above definitions equation (4.7) can be 
rewritten now as 
Yp(t) = N p ( S ) [ @ w ( t )  + GP4t)l .  (4.11) 
Depending on the number of the inputs and the out- 
puts two cases are considered below. 
Case I - 111. > p 
By proposition 3.1 take N,(s) = [L[S]-’, 01. Substi- 
tute N,(s) in eq.(4.11) and multiply the latter from 
the left,-hand side by L[s], which gives 
L[s]y,(t) = [I, O][Ow(t) + Gptl(t)]. (4.12) 
Denoting 
yields 
Y E ( V  = [L[slYp(t)T, 01 (4.13) 
= Ow(t)  + Gpu(t). (4.14) 
To avoid the differentiation a standard filter argu- 
ments can be used: 
f[s]-1y&) = G<(t) (4.15) 
where 
6 = [O, GP] (4.16) 
i j ( t ) T  = [w(t)’, u(t)T] (4.17) 
C(t) = f[s]-’a(t). (4.18) 
f[s] have to be chosen in such a manner that 
f[s]-’L[s] is proper. Eq.(4.15) is a linear relation 
between tlie filtered input and output of the plant 
and the niatrix of unknown parameters 6. 
In order to estimate 6 a suitable method can be cho- 
sen [21,[71, PI. 
For the control law (4.1), using proposition 4.1, one 
can write 
~ ( t )  = -GJ’Ow(t) + GJ’K(s)r(t). (4.19) 
By using the identified parameters 0 and G, the con- 
trol law (4.1) becomes realizable. 
Thus tlie structure of MRACS is established. 
Case I1 - p > 772 
For the left inverse matrix of N p ( s )  from proposi- 
tion 3.2 one can write 
Np(s)L = [ P [ s ]  0 1 .  (4.20) 
Multiplying eq.(4.11) from the left-hand side by 
N , ( s ) ~  gives 
Np(s)Lyp(t) = Ow@) + Gpu(t) (4.21) 
Now, introduce a filter in order to avoid tlie differen- 
tiation 
f [s I - ’NpwLYp(t )  = W t )  (4.22) 
Thus the MRACS for this case is established, too. 
5 .  Conclusion 
A new design method for multivariable MRACS with 
different number of inputs and outputs was proposed 
in this paper. It is based on the coprime factorization 
in tlie niatrix ring of proper stable rat(iona1 functions. 
The proposed method is an extension to tlie existing 
design methods. The MRACS structure is based on 
the relation between the interactor matrix and the 
factorization of tlie plant in RH,. The contribution 
of the paper is not only the proposed structure but 
the latter relation as well. 
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